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NINZ Fire doors
Company presentation

PRESENTATION - THE RELIABILITY OF EXPERIENCE

Ninz S.p.A. is Italy’s leading producer of fire doors with a 
70% market share. Consolidated experience in the sector, 
familiarity with standards and optimal quality-price ratios 
are the company’s most distinguishing features. Over the 
years it has broadened its offer to include multipurpose 
metal doors and a wide range of accessories. In addition 
to Italy, Ninz S.p.A. also markets its products in numerous 
other European countries like France, Greece, Portugal, 
Romania, Spain, Slovenia... and countries outside of Eu-
rope like Turkey, Russia and Panama.

Production takes place in two different facilities - Bolzano 
and Ala (TN), where the departments for research and de-
velopment, sales and logistics are also located. In Ala a 
third facility is currently under construction designed to 
further enhance production capacity.

From its beginnings as a small family-owned metal works 
company in 1953, over the years the company has evolved to 
become a major industrial player with 250 employees. The 
main impetus for growth came from its owner, Karl Ninz, 
who first introduced the production of fire doors in 1976.

DESIGN AND RESEARCH - EYES ON THE FUTURE

Continuous product improvements are managed by a team 
of expert engineers and technicians, who combine scrupu-
lous attention to fire regulations with the practical con-
cerns of builders, installers and locksmiths. This research, 
for instance, has generated certified installation methods 
for mounting fire doors on different types of support 
structures, such as masonry, plasterboard and sub-frames.

             

Thanks to the in-depth study of foreign 
standards, Ninz S.p.A. has also succeeded 
in certifying its products in a number of 
foreign countries, including France, Slove-
nia, Russia, Romania...

                       

The company NINZ S.p.A. offers already 
today fire rated doors with “additional 
performances” which satisfy requirements 
of acoustic and thermal performances, re-
sistance to windload and water-tightness, 
as well as multifunctional external doors 
which are  marked.  
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NINZ Fire doors
Company presentation

 

MARKETING - A SERVICE-ORIENTED PERSPECTIVE

Thanks to their reliability and quality, Ninz fire doors are 
used throughout Italy and in many countries across the 
world in public buildings where safety is at a premium: 
schools, hospitals, convention centers, shopping malls, 
manufacturing sites, hotels, museums...

The distribution within Italy is capillary thanks to a dense 
network of retailers supported by over one hundred sales 
agents.
Punctual delivery - one of the company’s strongest points 
- is guaranteed by the careful planning of the production 
and by the quality transport services, which are both or-
ganized in-house.
The service that Ninz S.p.A. offers its customers is com-
pleted by the internal technical-sales department, which 
assists agents and customers in the pre- and post-sales 
phases, and by the fitting department, which directly fol-
lows product installations at the customer’s request.

For international distribution, Ninz S.p.A. draws on (de-
pending on the country) agents, exclusive retailers and 
networks of retailers supported by a dedicated internal 
technical-sales department.

Daily shipment to France is possible thanks to the special 
wooden-crates packaging and the local logistics network 
that has been created. Due to its great success, this service 
will soon be extended to other European countries.

PRODUCTION - VERSATILITY AND DESIGN

The daily production capacity is 2000 doors, which are 
currently divided into the PROGET line (fire rated and 
multipurpose), the UNIVER line (fire rated and multipur-
pose) and REVER line (multipurpose). Products are made 
to order for even the smallest quantities, satisfying the 
most demanding customers thanks to the wide variety of 
colors, accessories and windows available.

Customization of the product reaches a pinnacle with the 
NDD technology (Ninz Digital Decor), a trademark, NINZ 
decorative painting which permits any theme (words, pic-
tures, logos) to be reproduced on the door-leaf surface. 
As an expression of the NDD claim, fire doors are trans-
formed into versatile design elements at the disposal of 
architects and designers.
This project earned the company the prestigious “Design 
Security & Safety Award” in 2007.



“quality accessories 
distinguish the door”



Optional accessories for NINZ doors

HANDLES 102 - 104

CYLINDERS 105 - 107

DOOR CLOSERS, CLOSING REGULATORS 108 - 111

DOOR SWEEP, ROOFING - DRIP PROFILE - PROTECTIVE PLATES 112 - 113

WALL SCREWS - SUBFRAME 114

MAC® ACCESS CONTROL, ELECTRIC HANDLES, SENSOR 115 - 118

DOOR BLOCKING ELECTROMAGNET, COMMANDS 119 - 120

DOOR-HOLDING SYSTEMS 121 - 123



Handles
Standard for REVER - UNIVER - PROGET doors

BLACK PLASTIC HANDLES

By default Rever, Univer and Proget doors include safety 
levers coupled with long plates with cylinder holes. Each 
handle set includes a patent key insert, a 9 x 9mm square 
spindle, fastener screws and spacers.

M1 HANDLE

The M1-type handles are supplied as standard for Univer 
and Proget doors and, on request, for all other types of 
NINZ doors.
M1 handles are fire rated consisting of a metal core inside 
the lever and a galvanized steel cover plate to protect the 
cylinder hole and have been certified in accordance with 
DIN 18273:1997-12.
The M1 handle package includes: a pair of black plastic 
lever with metal cores and galvanized steel installation 
plates, a pair of black plastic cover plates with patent-type 
cylinder hole adaptable for installation of Euro profile cyl-
inders, a 125 mm long 9 x 9 square spindle, fastener screws 
and spacers. The package includes also the hexagonal key 
for setting of the hinges and fastening of the spring screw.

M1R HANDLE

Multi-purpose Univer and Rever doors are equipped with 
M1R-type handles.
The M1R handle package includes: a pair of black plas-
tic lever handles, a pair of black plastic cover plates with 
patent-type cylinder holes adaptable for installation of 
Euro profile cylinders, a 125 mm long 9 x 9 square spindle, 
fastener screws and spacers.
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Handles
For locks with an inter-axis distance of 72 mm

COLORED HANDLES

On request, painted resin handles can be provided which 
match or provide better contrast with the base color of 
the door. 
M1C and M2C handles are fire rated like the M1 han-
dle, and have also been certified in accordance with DIN 
18273:1997-12.
The M1C and M2C handles package consist of: one pair of 
lever handles (M1C) or the handle/ doorknob combination 
(M2C) made of plastic with a metal core and galvanized 
steel installation plate, a pair of plastic cover plates with 
a Euro profile cylinder hole, a 9x9mm square spindle, fas-
tener screws and spacers.

STAINLESS STEEL HANDLES

On request, brushed stainless steel AISI 304 levers and cov-
er plates can be provided which endow the product with 
a higher quality while at the same time ensuring optimal 
corrosion resistance and a noteworthy robustness of the 
entire set.
In addition, M1X, M2X, M11X and M20X handles are 
equipped with a return spring that maintains perfect 
alignment with the geometry of the door.
They are mounted on a galvanized steel mechanism and 
are supplied with fastener screws, spacers and a 9x9mm 
square spindle (where required).

NOTE
Euro profile cylinder to be ordered separately (except for 
M11X and M20X handles).
Only M1C, M1X and M11X models are combinable with 
the three point locking mechanism.

On request, Proget door handles can be supplied in the 
stainless steel version “SERTOS”, certified according to 
DIN EN 1906 with the maximum class of corrosion resi-
stance (grade 5) and also tested for 1 million cycles for the 
durability class (five times the maximum grade 7)
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M1C handle colored RAL1023 

Colors available:

RAL 
1023
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7016

RAL 
7035

RAL 
9006*

RAL 
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 *light aluminium
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M1X stainless steel handle

„SERTOS“ stainless steel version, available on request for Proget doors
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HANDLES

Rever, Univer and Proget doors may be equipped on re-
quest with handles with special functions other than 
those provided by standard handles.

Versions description functioning use
 M1, M1R, M1C M1X, M1Xs

            

handle/handle combina-
tion with cylinder hole on 
both sides. For combination 
with lock with an inter-axis 
distance of 72 mm (015)

door opening by 
handle or key from 
both sides

applications in which 
both door opening 
directions are acces-
sible without key

 M2, M2C M2X, M2Xs

      

handle/doorknob combina-
tion with cylinder hole on 
both sides. For combination 
with lock with an inter-axis 
distance of 72 mm (015)

the doorknob side 
requires the key for 
opening

applications in which 
only one of the door 
opening directions is 
accessible with a key

 M4 M4X, M4Xs

                   

doorknob/doorknob combina-
tion with cylinder hole on 
both sides. For combination 
with lock with an inter-axis 
distance of 72 mm (015)

both sides require 
the key for opening. 
The doorknobs serve 
for pushing or pulling 
the door

applications in which 
both door opening 
directions are acces-
sible by key only

 M5 M5X, M5Xs

                   

plate/plate combination with 
cylinder hole on both sides. 
For combination with lock 
with an inter-axis distance of 
72 mm (015)

both sides require 
the key for opening

applications in techni-
cal rooms with doors 
that usually remain 
closed and require key 
for opening

 M9 M9X, M9Xs

                   

doorknob/plate combina-
tion with cylinder hole on 
both sides. For combination 
with lock with an inter-axis 
distance of 72 mm (015)

both sides require 
the key for opening. 
The doorknob serves 
for pulling the door

applications in which 
both door opening 
directions are acces-
sible by key only

 M11 M11X, M11Xs

            

handle/handle combination 
without cylinder hole. For 
combination with lock with 
an inter-axis distance of 
72 mm (015)

opening is possible 
at any time using the 
handle

applications in which 
the door never needs 
to be locked

 M20 M20Xs

       

handle/handle and thumbturn 
latch combination for interior 
closure. For combination with 
lock with star-shaped spindles 
only (Stel 15)

closure using 
thumbturn latch from 
inside. Emergency 
opening from outside 
with screwdriver

typical closure for 
bathroom doors

NOTE
For stainless steel handle the Euro profile cylinder must be 
ordered separately (except for M11X, M11Xs and M20Xs 
handles).
Only M1, M1C, M1X, M1Xs, M11, M11X, M11Xs models 
are combinable with the three point locking mechanism.

Handles
For locks with an inter-axis distance of 72 mm
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Cylinders
For REVER - UNIVER - PROGET doors

CYLINDERS

On request Rever, Univer and Proget doors with standard 
locks (Std 015), MAC2 system control access locks or three-
point locking mechanisms (3vie PRO) may be supplied 
with a Euro profile cylinder with three keys.
They may also be provided in unique coding or group 
coded versions, or in combination with unique or group 
mastering.

Cylinders for handles

Nickel-plated cylinder equipped with 3 keys
 
Versions available
standard cylinder
single coded cylinder
group coded cylinder
sample key coded cylinder
single mastered cylinder
group mastered cylinder

ATTENTION
It is important to specify MAC lock combinations in the 
order.

Cylinders with thumbturn latch

Nickel-plated cylinder with chrome-plated thumbturn 
latch equipped with 3 keys

Versions available

standard cylinder with thumbturn latch

group coded cylinder with thumbturn latch

sample key coded cylinder with thumbturn latch

single mastered cylinder with thumbturn latch

group mastered cylinder with thumbturn latch

mastered and emergency cylinder with thumbturn latch

NOTE
Cylinders to be combined with locks of NINZ doors must 
meet DIN 18254 standards.
Main, master and/or emergency key (or keys) should be 
ordered separately - they are not included with the cyl-
inder.

Lengths available for doors
40/40 Univer, Proget
30/30 Rever

Lengths available for doors
40/40 Univer, Proget
30/30 Rever
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Cylinders
For REVER - UNIVER - PROGET doors

CYLINDERS FOR PANIC BARS AND MSC HANDLES

Standard panic bars are supplied with a Euro profile cylin-
der with three keys.
Cylinders with single coding, grouped coding or in combi-
nation with single or grouped mastering.

Cylinders to be combined with MSC handle and 
panic bars (except EXUS DC)

 

Nickel-plated cylinder equipped with 3 keys

Versions available
standard half cylinder
single coded half cylinder
group coded half cylinder
sample key coded half cylinder 
single mastered half cylinder
group mastered half cylinder

ATTENTION
It is important to specify MAC lock combinations in the order.

Cylinders to be combined with EXUS DC panic 
bars

Nickel-plated cylinder equipped with 3 keys.

Versions available
standard cylinder
single coded cylinder
group coded cylinder
sample key coded cylinder 
single mastered cylinder
group mastered cylinder

NOTE
Cylinders to be combined with the locks of NINZ doors 
must meet DIN 18254 standards.
Main, master and/or emergency key (or keys) should be 
ordered separately - they are not included with the cyl-
inder.

Lengths available for doors
45/40 Univer, Proget
35/35 Rever

Lengths available for doors
40/10 Univer, Proget
30/10 Rever
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Cylinders, Keys
For REVER - UNIVER - PROGET doors

CONFIGURED AS NEEDED!

NINZ asks its partners to specify the system in the form of 
a key plan which, when prepared with care, serves as a 
map for optimizing the required intervention times (from 
order to installation) while ensuring that the mastering 
system meets the specific needs being requested.

Here are a few of the configurations that are available:

1) Standard
Cylinders with different keys.

2) Single coded
Cylinders with the same keys.

3) Grouped coded
Cylinders from the same group are coded alike.

4) Main/master key systems
Grouped master key system in which each cylinder can be 
opened with its own key or with a master key that can 
open cylinders from one group but not others; a general 
master key can open all cylinders from all different groups.
Standard cylinders closed from the interior with a thumb-
turn latch cannot be opened with the main/master key.

5) Frictioned emergency
“Frictioned cylinder” means that the main or master key 
can only open doors that have not been closed from in-
side, while the same doors can still be opened with the 
emergency key.

6) Encrypted with sample key
Sample key coding allows for cylinders to be coded on the 
basis of a sample key supplied by the customer.

KEYS

The order should specify the number of keys to be sup-
plied with the mastered cylinders.

Versions available

normal key opens the single door only

main key opens all doors from the same group
master key opens all the doors that have grouped mastering
emergency key opens all doors

Key

master key opens 
all the doors

main keys 
open groups 
of doors

Key plan example for master key systems.
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Door closers
For REVER - UNIVER - PROGET doors

DOOR CLOSER

The door closer regulates the closure of the door so that 
the door leaf returns properly to its final closed position 
after being released. Regulation is influenced by closure 
force, speed and the final impact.
Although Univer and Proget doors are equipped with 
spring hinges for automatic closure, the installation of 
door closers is recommended for wide and/or heavy doors 
and/or in the presence of windows on the leaf.
The door closer product is addressed by EU directive 
89/106/CEE, which means it is subject to  marking.

CP1 with scissor arm
 marked in conformity with EN 1154.

Rever, Univer and Proget doors are available, on request, 
with an overhead CP1 door closer with a silver-colored 
scissor arm.
The silver-colored CP1-G door closer is available for Proget 
doors, for installation on the push side of the door.
The CP1/CP1-G can be used for fire rated doors and is clas-
sified for 180° closure with a force varying from 3 to 4.
Proget doors ordered with CP1 are provided with pre-
drilled installation holes on the door leaf and the frame. 
Standard Univer and Proget doors include internal rein-
forcements for the CP1 application.

NOTE
Scissor arm protrusion = 290 mm

6

51
      

       CP1 REVER                        CP1 UNIVER              
                                               (from pull side)              

CP2 with slide channel
 marked in conformity with EN 1154.

On request Rever, Univer and Proget doors are available 
with an overhead CP2 door closer with slide channel. Rela-
tive to the CP1, the advantage of this system is the ab-
sence of a protruding of scissor arm.
The CP2 is suited for use on fire rated doors and has been 
classified for 180° closure with force level 4.
The silver-colored CP2-G door closer is available for Proget 
doors, for installation on the push side of the door, with 
force level 3.
Minimum wall opening width of 1200 mm for two leaved 
doors with two CP2/CP2-G applied.
Proget doors ordered with CP2 are provided with pre-
drilled installation holes on the door leaf and the frame. 
Standard Univer and Proget doors include internal rein-
forcements for the CP2 application.

52

5

      
52

CP2 UNIVER     CP2 PROGET

      

Optional colors:

RAL 9016 RAL 9005

51       

CP1 PROGET (from pull side) CP1-G PROGET (from push side)

Optional colors:

RAL 9016 RAL 9005

      

51

52

51

52

CP2 PROGET (from pull side) CP2-G PROGET (from push side)
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Door closers
For UNIVER - PROGET doors

CP2-EMF with slide channel and 
electro-mechanical hold open device

 marked in conformity with EN 1154 and EN 1155.
The CP2–EMF differs from the CP2 in that it has an electro-
mechanical hold-open device that allows the door leaf to 
be locked at an angle ranging from 80° to 120°. During 
alarms or power outages, the hold-open device is un-
locked and the door is closed by the door closer.
The CP2-EMF can be used on fire doors and has a maxi-
mum opening range of 120°, with a closing force set at 4.
Minimum wall opening width of 1200 mm for two leaved 
doors with two CP2-EMF applied.
Proget doors ordered with CP2-EMF are provided with 
pre-drilled installation holes on the door leaf and the 
frame. Standard Univer and Proget doors include internal 
reinforcements for the CP2-EMF application.

maximum opening in the absence of obstacles
Model one-leaved door active leaf inactive leaf power supply absorption CE certification standard
CP1 - CP1-G 180° 180° 180° - - 0432-BPR-0054 EN 1154
CP2 175° 175° 175° - - 0432-BPR-0051 EN 1154
CP2-G 120° 120° 120° - - 0432-BPR-0051 EN 1154

CP2-EMF 120° 120° 120° 24V DC 58,3 mA
0432-BPR-0051
0432-BPR-0025

EN 1154 
EN 1155

CP2-EMF-V 120° 120° 120° 48V DC 45,8 mA
0432-BPR-0051
0432-BPR-0025

EN 1154
EN 1155

NOTE
For the automatic closing of doors exposed to strong 
winds, the use of a door closer with a higher closing force 
is recommended.

52
17

      52

10

CP2 EMF UNIVER        CP2 EMF PROGET
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Closing regulators
For UNIVER - PROGET fire doors

CLOSING REGULATOR

Closing regulators administer the closure of two-leaved 
doors so that the inactive leaf is overlaid on the active leaf 
upon final closure. This is why it is mandatory to apply 
closing regulators to all two-leaved fire doors.

RC/STD
 marked in conformity with EN 1158.

The RC/STD closing regulator device is distinct from the 
door closer and is a standard element of all Univer and 
Proget two-leaved fire doors.
In Proget doors the closing regulator is inserted into the 
upper horizontal groove of the frame, while in Univer 
doors it is supplied separately with an anchoring rod to 
be installed on site. In comparison with other regulators 
which are separate from the door closer, the advantage 
of the RC/STD regulator is that it is not visible when the 
door is closed.
The RC/STD regulator is suited for use on fire doors and is 
classified for forces ranging from 3 to 5.

ATTENTION
In case of two-leaved Proget fire-rated doors with envi-
ronmental characteristics it is mandatory to apply the RC2 
closing regulator (to be ordered separatley) instead of the 
RC/STD.

RC2 system
 marked in conformity with EN 1154 and EN 1158.

The self-closing RC2 system for the self closing of two-
leaved doors incorporate two CP2 with force EN 4 with 
a slide channel and a regulator integrated in the upper 
sliding guide. The entire system is silver colored.
The silver-colored RC2-G system is available for Proget 
doors, for installation on the push side of the door, with 
force EN 3.
Proget fire doors with environmental characteristics must 
be ordered endowed with the RC2 system.
On request, two-leaved Univer and Proget doors are avail-
able with an RC2 regulator instead of the RC/STD.

The RC2/RC2-G system presents clear advantages:
 - no protruding door-closer arms
 - regulator concealed in the upper guide (even when 

the door is open)
 - controlled closure of both leaves

The RC2 regulator is suited for use on fire doors and is 
classified for both door closers with force EN 4; the RC2-G 
regulator is suited for use on Proget fire doors (installa-
tion form push side) and is classified for both door closers 
with force EN 3.
Minimum wall opening width: 1200  mm for the RC2; 
1500  mm for the RC2-G. Minimum inactiv leaf width: 
370 mm for the RC2; 600 mm for the RC2-G.
Proget doors ordered with RC2 are provided with pre-
drilled holes for the installation of two CP2 door closers 
on the leaves and the slide channel on the frame. The in-
stallation holes in Univer doors need to be drilled on site 
for anchoring to the internal reinforcement of the leaves.

      

UNIVER       PROGET         PROGET*

52

17

      52

10

 

RC2 UNIVER RC2 PROGET (from pull side)

52      

RC2-G PROGET (from push side)

There are two systems for applying it to the door:
 - separated from the self-closing system of the spring 

hinge or the door closer
 - incorporated into the closure system of the door closer

Closing regulators are addressed by EU directive 89/106/
CEE, which means they are subject to  marking.

Optional colors 
(except for RC2-G):

RAL 9016 RAL 9005

* Position of RC/STD closing regulator in case of two-
leaved Proget door with additional performances
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Closing regulators
For UNIVER - PROGET fire doors

RC2–EMF1 system
 marked in conformity with EN 1154, EN 1158 and EN 1155.

The RC2–EMF1 system differs from the RC2 in that it has an 
electro-mechanical hold-open device that allows the door 
leaf to be locked at an angle ranging from approx. 80° 
to 130°. The active leaf is held open by the closing regu-
lator system. During alarms or power outages, the hold-
open system is unlocked and the door is closed by the door 
closer. The entire system is provided in the standard silver 
color.

The RC2-EMF1 system presents multiple advantages:
 - possibility of holding the leaves open in the desired posi-

tion
 - no visible magnets
 - no protruding door closer arms
 - regulator concealed in the upper guide (even when the 

door is open)
 - controlled closure of both leaves

The RC2-EMF1 system is suited for use on fire rated doors 
and is classified for both door closers with force level EN 4.
Minimum wall opening width of 1200 mm and minimum 
of 370 mm for the inactive leaf.
Proget doors ordered with RC2-EMF1 are provided with 
pre-drilled installation holes on the door leaf and the 
frame. The Univer door series includes internal reinforce-
ments for application of the two door closers.

maximum opening in the absence of obstacles
Model active leaf inactive leaf power supply absorption CE certification standard
RC/STD 180° 180° - - 0425-ICIM-1153 EN 1158

RC2 175° 175° - -
0432-BPR-0051
0432-BPR-0026

EN 1154
EN 1158

RC2-G 120° 120° - -
0432-BPR-0051
0432-BPR-0026

EN 1154
EN 1158

RC2-EMF1 175° 130° 24V DC 58,3 mA
0432-BPR-0051
0432-BPR-0025
0432-BPR-0026

EN 1154
EN 1155
EN 1158

RC2-EMF1-V 175° 130° 48V DC 45,8 mA
0432-BPR-0051
0432-BPR-0025
0432-BPR-0026

EN 1154
EN 1155
EN 1158

NOTE
For the automatic closing of doors exposed to strong 
winds, the use of a door closer with a higher closing force 
is recommended.

.

52
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RC2-EMF1 UNIVER               RC2-EMF1 PROGET
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Automatic door sweep
For NINZ doors

AUTOMATIC DOOR SWEEP

On request, Rever, Univer and Proget doors are available 
with an automatic door sweep to prevent air drafts from 
entering through the crack between the leaf and the floor.
It complements the sealing applied to the frame to pro-
vide better acoustic insulation and better air sealing for 
the door.
It is applied on the push side by using screws to attach it 
directly to the sheet metal of the door, after which the 
mechanism is completely covered with an anodized alu-
minium profile. On request, it can also be provided in the 
same color as the door leaf.
It is applied on site following door installation so that it 
can be adjusted to the actual leaf height.

REVER doors

Seals to be used FM L one-leaved door L1 active leaf L2 inactive leaf with 30x4 mm profile
480 mm - - 400 mm
630 mm 700 mm - -
780 mm 800 mm 800 mm -
930 mm 900 mm, 1000 mm 900 mm, 1000 mm 800 mm, 900 mm
1080 mm 1100 mm - 1000 mm
1230 mm 1200 mm, 1300 mm - -
1330 mm 1350 mm - -

UNIVER fire and multipurpose doors

Seals to be used FM L one-leaved door L1 active leaf L2 inactive leaf with 30x4 mm profile
480 mm - - 400 mm
630 mm - - -
780 mm 800 mm 800 mm -
930 mm 900 mm, 1000 mm 900 mm, 1000 mm 800 mm, 900 mm
1080 mm 1100 mm - 1000 mm
1230 mm 1200 mm, 1300 mm - -
1330 mm 1350 mm - -

PROGET fire and multipurpose doors

Seals to be used FM L one-leaved door L1 active leaf L2 inactive leaf 
480 mm from 500 mm to 574 mm from 500 mm to 576 mm from 350 mm to 495 mm
630 mm from 575 mm to 724 mm from 577 mm to 726 mm from 496 mm to 645 mm
780 mm from 725 mm to 874 mm from 727 mm to 876 mm from 646 mm to 795 mm 
930 mm from 875 mm to 1024 mm from 877 mm to 1026 mm from 796 mm to 945 mm
1080 mm from 1025 mm to 1174 mm from 1027 mm to 1176 mm from 946 mm to 1095 mm
1230 mm from 1175 mm to 1324 mm from 1177 mm to 1326 mm from 1096 mm to 1245 mm
1330 mm from 1325 mm to 1340 mm from 1327 mm to 1330 mm from 1246 mm to 1330 mm

   

Push 
side

1 leaf/active
UNIVER
REVER

inactive leaf
UNIVER
REVER

1 leaf active 
or inactive
PROGET

FIELDS OF APPLICATION FOR THE AUTOMATIC DOOR SWEEP
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Roofing - Drip-steel profile - Protective plates
For NINZ doors

ROOFING

Upon request for Univer and Proget doors, to be ordered 
together with the door.
Conceived for exterior use of metallic doors, the roofing 
protects against infiltration of rain from above between 
the door edge and the rebate of the frame. The small 
potrusion and RAL painting for exterior use in the same 
color of the frame complete the design of the door.
To be applied onto the wall, in contact with transom.
Made out of galvanized sheet metal with thickness 
10/10 mm, painted with RAL for exterior use (in the frame 
color), complete with holes for fixing to the wall (screws 
and plugs excluded). Available for doors with FM L from 
500 to 2660  mm (supplied in two elements for FM  L > 
2360 mm).

DRIP-STEEL PROFILE

On request for Univer and Proget one-leaved doors. Nor-
mally used to prevent condensation from dripping down 
the door leaf and puddling beneath the door. The profile 
is made of “Sendzimir” processed galvanized sheet metal 
painted the color of the door leaf.
It is applied usually on the push side of the leaf on site after 
being cut to measure, to be attached with the screws pro-
vided.

Lengths available FM L door leaf
  828 mm to   800 mm
  928 mm to   900 mm
1028 mm to 1000 mm
1378 mm to 1350 mm

PROTECTIVE PLATES AND KICKPLATES

On request for 1 and 2 leaf Univer and Proget doors, speci-
fying the side of application (pull or push).
Their main function is to protect the parts of the door that 
are vulnerable to being scraped by carts, hospital beds, 
etc.
They are made of AISI 304 brushed stainless steel sheet 
metal with a standard height of 230 mm.
For on-site attachment with two-sided adhesive factory 
applied on the back, at the bottom of the door (kick plate) 
or at handle height (protective plate).
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L = FM L +140L = FM L +140
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ATTENTION
The roofing performs the function of a barrier against 
vertical rain limited to the upper part of the door. There-
fore the roofing does not protect any eventual window 
or ventilation louvers on the door, so for these cases pro-
vide canopies or awnings for a complete protection of the 
product.

    

29

26

Holes are factory prepared for the passage of the handle panel and cylinder

Example of application on the push side
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Wall screws - Subframe
For NINZ doors

WALL SCREWS FOR FASTENING WITHOUT PLUGS

Field of use: installation of Proget insulated or multipur-
pose doorframes to the wall or subframe using screws but 
no plugs. Designed for installation into concrete, full bricks, 
half-full bricks, lightened cement and other materials.
Advantages: saves time and money thanks to direct attach-
ment of the frame to the wall, with no need to enlarge 
the holes for plugs. Thanks to the black galvanization, the 
screws blend in smoothly with the FC sealing.

Dimensions description
Ø 7,5 x   50 mm for attachment to metal subframes
Ø 7,5 x   60 mm for attachment to concrete and especially thick walls
Ø 7,5 x   80 mm for attachment to walls of average thickness
Ø 7,5 x 100 mm for attachment to walls of lower thickness

NOTE
Holes should be drilled using a Ø6mm stone drill bit.

SUBFRAME

Subframe made of 30x15x1,5mm hollow section profiles, 
derived from hot-galvanized steel coil, endowed with an-
chors for mortar fixing and removable spacers for the final 
installation.
To be ordered separately (mandatory for REI  60 and 
REI 120 Proget doors with installation onto subframe with 
screws).

10 10

Wall opening for the door order FM L

Required wall opening = FM L + 30

Horizontal cross section
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MAC® Multifunctional Access Control
Controlled opening system

Installation on the door of MAC and MAC FAILSAFE sys-
tems allow to control access by electric impulse.
The particularity of the MAC and MAC FAILSAFE system 
is to integrate all command and control functions in the 
lock, which simplifies the electrical works required on site.
Solenoid and electric card are inside the lock, and there-
fore better protected. The locks are marked CE in accord-
ance with the EMC Directive (electromagnetic compatibil-
ity)

Differences between MAC and MAC FAILSAFE systems:
 - the MAC systems, in the event of a power failure, 

allow the opening only via key or panic/emergency 
exit device. Thus MAC systems are recommended in 
situations where the door shall remain closed, even in 
case of power failure

 - the MAC FAILSAFE systems guarantee access in the situ-
ation of power failure. Thus MAC FAILSAFE systems are 
recommended in situations where free passage must 
be assured, even in case of power failure

The MAC system offers multiple advantages, such as:
 - possibility of 12 or 24V AC/DC power supplies, which 

avoids problems due to inadequate voltage
 - low power consumption, max 350 mA regardless of the 

operating voltage (basically from 300ma with 10V up 
to 350ma with 30V)

 - DC power demand (10vdc - 24vdc) = 10 watts
 - AC power demand (12V/24V +/- 10%) = 24VA
 - timer incorporated, time set at 30 sec., eliminating the 

need for external timers. Further, in case of delivery 
with the door, an automatic reset function (reset of the 
timer) for every door opening is provided

 - if powered by electrical contacts, the system will auto-
matically reset at each door opening (zero time)

 - If powered by a cable entry, the system will reset at the 
expiry of 30 sec.

 - Red/green LED on handle plate which indicates the sta-
tus of the system is active or deactivated, thus avoiding 
unnecessary mechanical stress.

 - possible continuous activation of the handle via switch 
(not included)

 - ready for the connection of a optional remote sensor 
(not supplied) for remote signaling of lock activation/
deactivation

 - guaranteed access in case of power failure (only for 
FAILSAFE version)

The MAC and MAC FAILSAFE systems can be delivered 
installed onto the door with internal wiring through the 
leaf and electrical contacts between the leaf and the door-
frame. The KIT  version includes a flexible cable sleeve and 
the electrical cables are to be installed externally.

NOTE
Before the installation of doors with MAC locks it is nec-
essary to prepare the power supply (active door leaf side 
in case of double leaved doors) at a height of approx. 
800mm from the finished floor level and in proximity of 
the wall angle, where the door frame will be mounted.
The power wires must have a section of 0,75-1,0mm2 and 
must be flexible.

  

Plastic handle with LEDs Stainless steel handle with LEDs

Electrical contacts between
leaf and doorframe

1
3

5

34 6

6

2

4

5

2

Diagram of components

Supplied with the Proget door: lock with solenoid and electronic chip with timer 
incorporated (1), electrical contacts between leaf and frame (2), internal wiring 
inside the leaf (3); supplied to be installed: handle and cover plate with red/
green LED and connectors (4).
Not included: power supply for doorframe contacts (5), opening button and 
command accessories (6).
Unlike the delivery together with the door, the KIT (supplied separately from the 
door) offers a flexible cable sleeve between the door leaf and the power supply 
instead of the double electrical contacts. In case of a handle the installation of 
a cable duct onto the door leaf (not supplied) is necessary for the power supply.

NOTE
For Univer and Rever doors available only in KIT version.
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Continuous “day time” function
In this mode both handles are continuously enabled by 
an electric switch (not supplied) for a longer period (for 
example during the day), which keeps the lock always en-
abled. The green LEDs remain switched on (not valid for 
the “Kit” version) and are switched off only for the period 
between the door’s opening and its fully closure.

MAC2 standard delivery with M1 plastic handle. Upon request 
an M1X stainless steel handle can be delivered (to be ordered 
on the side).

      M1

MAC3 AND MAC3 FAILSAFE SYSTEM

Door opening in case of power failure (LED off)
 - MAC3: from push side only by key; from pull side by 

the M3tir/M3Xtir emergency handle
 - MAC3 FAILSAFE: from push side by handle (or key); 

from pull side by the M3tir/M3Xtir emergency handle

Operating mode
The system controls access from the push side of the door. 
With the lock locked by key, the access consent is possi-
ble via electric impulse (button, badge reader, etc.), which 
gives power supply in case of MAC3 or it turn off in case of 
MAC3 FAILSAFE, while opening is always possible from the 
pull side by means of the emergency handle. Activation 
of the handle is signaled by illumination of the “green 
LED,” while the “red LED” indicates when the handle is 
idle. Both LEDs are off when no power is being supplied.

Timed function
In this mode, the activation time lasts 30 seconds before 
the handle is returned to idle. In case of delivery with the 
door, if the door is opened within the 30 seconds, the tim-
er is automatically reset to zero.

Continuous “day time” function
In this mode the handle is continuously enabled by an 
electric switch (not supplied) for a longer period (for ex-
ample during the day), which keeps the lock always ena-
bled. The green LED remains switched on (not valid for 
the “Kit” version) and is switched off only for the period 
between the door’s opening and its fully closure.

MAC3 standard delivery with M3tir plastic handle. Upon request 
an M3Xtir stainless steel handle can be delivered (to be ordered 

on the side).

 M3tir

NOTE
Before the installation of doors with MAC locks it is necessary 
to prepare the power supply (active door leaf side in case of 
double leaved doors) at a height of approx. 800mm from the 
finished floor level and in proximity of the wall angle, where 
the door frame will be mounted. The power wires must have 
a section of 0,75-1,0mm2 and must be flexible.

MAC1 AND MAC1 FAILSAFE SYSTEM

Door opening in case of power failure (LED off)
 - MAC1: from pull side only by key; from push side by 

panic bar or emergency handle
 - MAC1 FAILSAFE: from pull side by handle (or key); 

from push side by panic bar or emergency handle

Operating mode
The system controls access from the pull side of the door. 
With the lock locked by key, the access consent is possi-
ble via electric impulse (button, badge reader, etc.), which 
gives power supply in case of MAC1 or it turn off in case 
of MAC1 FAILSAFE, while opening is always possible from 
the push side by means of the panic bar or emergency 
handle. Activation of the handle is signaled by illumina-
tion of the “green LED,” while the “red LED” indicates 
when the handle is idle. Both LEDs are off when no power 
is being supplied.

Timed function
In this mode, the activation time lasts 30 seconds before 
the handle is returned to idle. In case of delivery with the 
door, if the door is opened within the 30 seconds, the tim-
er is automatically reset to zero.

Continuous “day time” function
In this mode the handle is continuously enabled by an 
electric switch (not supplied) for a longer period (for ex-
ample during the day), which keeps the lock always ena-
bled. The green LED remains switched on (not valid for 
the “Kit” version) and is switched off only for the period 
between the door’s opening and its fully closure.

MAC1 can be combined with any BM type panic bar and M3 
emergency handles (to be ordered on the side).

   
 EX DC BM EX/TW BM SL BM M3

MAC2 AND MAC2 FAILSAFE SYSTEM

Door opening in case of power failure (LED off)
 - MAC2: from both sides by key only
 - MAC2 FAILSAFE: from both sides by handle (or key)

Operating mode
The system controls access from both sides of the door. 
With the lock locked by key, the access consent is possi-
ble via electric impulse (button, badge reader, etc.), which 
gives power supply in case of MAC2 or it turn off in case of 
MAC2 FAILSAFE. Activation of both handles is signaled by 
illumination of the “green LED,” with the “red LED” sign-
aling when the handles are idle. Both LEDs are off when 
no power is being supplied.

Timed function
In this mode, the activation time lasts 30 seconds before 
both handles are returned to idle. In case of delivery with 
the door, if the door is opened within the 30 seconds, the 
timer is automatically reset to zero.

MAC® Multifunctional Access Control
Controlled opening system
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Electric handles
Controlled opening system

ELM/MT AND ELM/FS MULTI-VOLTAGE ELECTRIC 
HANDLES

Controlled door opening system that employs an elec-
tronic device to activate the handle. The latter is equipped 
with an internal timer with a 30 seconds time allowance 
for opening the door, after which the electric handle is 
deactivated. The handle can be activated for longer time 
periods by means of the electrical switch.
The illumination of a green LED and sounding of an acous-
tic signal (buzzer) indicate handle activation, while a red 
LED indicates deactivation.
In the absence of power the electric handle ELM/mt is free 
(in neutral) and therefore it is not possible to open the 
door. In the absence of power the electric handle ELM/fs 
Failsafe is always enabled and therefore the door can be 
opened.

When ordered together with the door (available only for Proget 
doors), the ELM/mt and ELM/fs systems include:
electric handle, electrical contacts between the leaf and 
the frame, power cable inside the door connected to elec-
trical contacts, command panel, lock and fixing screws.

If ordered separately from the door, the system includes:
electric handle, command panel and fixing screws.

ELM/CISA MULTI-VOLTAGE ELECTRIC HANDLE

Controlled door opening system that employs an electron-
ic device to activate the handle. Equipped with a separate 
timer (for insertion into the switch box) which can be set 
for different opening times: from a minimum of 0,1 second 
to a maximum of 10 days.
Equipped with green LED that signal activation of the 
handle.

The ELM/cisa system includes: electric handles, 2 meters of 
power cable, cable sleeve for the connection between the 
leaf and the frame, 8/9 square spindle, fixing screws, ad-
justable timer packaged separately.

PANIC BARS FOR COMBINATION WITH ELM/MT, 
ELM/FS OR ELM/CISA ELECTRIC HANDLES

The controlled opening direction is from the pull side of 
the door (electric handle side). Locking the lock by key 
blocks the electric handle functioning, while opening is 
still possible via the panic bar on the push side.
Use: one- or two-leaved doors for anti-panic exits when 
access control is desired on the pull side.

Twist

         

  

22
5

19 125

72

82

Ø20

Technical data
power supply 12-24V AC/DC
current absorbed at 12 V: 500 mA - at 24 V: 200 mA
startup current at 12 V: 700 mA - at 24 V: 300 mA
minimum operating temperature -5°C

      3338

75

72

19
0
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25
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Technical data
power supply 12-24V AC/DC
current absorbed: 360 mA - startup: 800 mA
operational temperature -20°C ÷ +80°C

Exus

Slash
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Electric handles - Electromagnetic sensor
Controlled opening system

HANDLES FOR COMBINATION WITH ELM/MT, 
ELM/FS OR ELM/CISA ELECTRIC HANDLES

MSC, MSC-X
Use: one- or two-leaved doors when control is desired for 
one of the two opening directions. Locking with the key 
blocks opening in both directions.
Controlled opening may be for either the push or pull 
direction, depending on where the electric handle is ap-
plied.

MCC/S, MCC/S-X
Use: for one- or two-leaved doors where access is to be 
controlled from the pull side only (electric handle side). 
Locking with the key blocks opening from the push side, 
but not from the side where the electric handle is applied.

MCC/T, MCC/T-X
Use: for one- or two-leaved doors where access is to be 
controlled from the push side only (electric handle side). 
Locking with the key blocks opening from the pull side, 
but not from the side where the electric handle is applied.

EMERGENCY HANDLES FOR COMBINATION WITH
ELM/MT OR ELM/FS ELECTRIC HANDLES

M3, M3X
Use: one- or two-leaved doors for emergency exits when 
access control is desired on the pull side.
The controlled opening direction is from the pull side of 
the door (electric handle side). Locking the lock by key 
blocks the operation of the electric handle, while opening 
remains possible via the M3 or M3X emergency handle.

HOT-CIL, HOT-CIL-X
Use: for hotel rooms doors.
The controlled opening direction is from the push side of 
the door (electric handle side). Opening from push side 
is possible with an electric consent at the electric handle. 
Opening is always possible from the room side of the door 
via the HOT-CIL or HOT-CIL-X emergency handle, also in 
case of lock locked by thumbturn latch.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSOR

The electromagnetic sensor allows to verify the position 
of the door leaf. To be applied to the door, composed of 
two elements: one electromagnetic sensor with two ca-
bles and one magnet.

Technical data
maximum voltage 200 V DC / 500 mA with resistive load
internal switch contact n.o. (n.c. with magnet aligned)
operational temperature +5 / +40 °C

     

MSC         MCC/S

MCC/T

     

M3         HOT-CIL
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Door blocking electromagnet 
Controlled opening system

DOOR BLOCKING ELECTROMAGNET

This system is for use in special situations when the doors 
remain closed and should only be opened with electrical 
consent. The electrically powered electromagnet holds the 
door closed with a holding force of approximately 300kg, 
rendering the action of the handle ineffective. Only elec-
trical commands (badge reader, key button, etc.) or elec-
trical consent from the fire detector system can deactivate 
the electromagnet making a door opening possible.

Operating mode
The door is held closed by the electromagnet (01) and the 
bolt of the lock. Opening from the outside can happen via 
magnetic card (04) using the Badge reader (02) of the card 
control system or any other system of choice and by retract-
ing the bolt using the handle or key.
From the inside, the deactivation of the electromagnet is 
caused by the unlock button (03) (also remotely) or with 
the same system used for the pull side, while the locking 
bolt must still be retracted using the handle or key. The 
activated electromagnet signals its state with a red LED, 
whereas the green LED signals the temporary deactivation. 
Further a relay AC/DC signaling the electromagnetic state 
is supplied.

Technical data

power supply 12/24V DC time delay 0 ÷ 90 sec.

current absorbed 500mA at 12V DC - 250mA at 24V DC electromagnetic compatibility standard EMC - UNI CEI 70011

force up to 300kg. certificate Nr. 0123/02

COMPONENTS INCLUDED WITH THE DOOR 
BLOCKING ELECTROMAGNET

For Proget doors
Door blocking electromagnet, withstanding force 300kg, 
12/24V DC, fastener plate, anchor with stainless steel fas-
tener backplate.

For Rever/Univer doors
Door blocking electromagnet, withstanding force 300kg, 
12/24V DC, fastener plate and angle bar, anchor with 
stainless steel fastener backplate.

Control system:
 - “Access” code keypad
 - Card-based control system
 - Biometric fingerprint reader
 - Unlock button

NOTE
Detailed specifications for the Control system are found 
on the “Command accessories” page.

02

01

03

04

      

NOTE 
Unlocking of the door is only possible if the door is not locked 
by key.

       
PROGET electromagnet       REVER/UNIVER electromagnet
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Power supply/command accessories
For MAC®- ELM/mt- ELM/cisa- Door blocking electromagnet-controlled opening systems

CONTROL SYSTEMS AND RELATED ACCESSORIES

“Access” code keypad
Keypad with 10 numeric buttons plus an Enter key, includ-
ing control unit for 1 door, timer incorporated (0,5÷25 sec.) 
and flat cable. Up to 500 recordable different codes, com-
posed from 1 to 10 digits.

Technical data
power supply 12 ÷ 18 V AC/DC
output relay

Card-based control system
Card control system, including control unit for 1 door, tim-
er and AC adapter incorporated, badge reader, flat cable, 
three blank badges and a coded badge. Management of 
access control for multiple doors by P.C.

Technical data
power supply 230 V AC
output 12 V DC, max. 0,5 A

Biometric fingerprint reader
Biometric reader for reading of fingerprints and transfor-
mation into key codes. Includes an internal unit for regis-
tering, memorizing and cancelling users, external unit for 
the reading of fingerprints and an autonomous low volt-
age AC adapter. The power supply for the management of 
the door is not included.

Technical data
power supply 230 V AC
output relay

Unlock button
Unlock button with white casing and control light.

Power supply Switching
Can be combined with “Access code keypad”, with “Bio-
metric fingerprint reader” and for the management of:
 - max. Nr. 10 MAC® Multifunction Access Control *
 - or max. Nr. 5 electromagnets door blocking
 - or max. Nr. 5 ELM/mt or ELM/fs electric handles *
 - or max. Nr. 5 ELM/cisa electric handles *

* provided that they are not commanded simultaneously

Technical data
power supply 230 V AC
output 12 V DC - 3 A

NOTE
It is possible to wire a couple of buffer batteries to the 
power supply switching (see “Door-holding systems”).

„Access“ code keypad

    
Card-based control system

Biometric fingerprint reader

 
Unlock button Power supply switching
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Door-holding systems
For fire doors and gates

C2 MONO-ZONE CENTRAL UNIT

Certified in accordance with EN 54-2 and EN 54-4 standards.
The central unit designed and built in conformity with UNI 
EN 54 standards, which regulate unit for fire alarms and 
related accessories which each must conform with EN 54 
standards.
To use for the management of the door-holding electro-
magnets for fire-rated closures. Control all outputs to-
wards the heat and smoke detectors, the alarm activation/
reset buttons, the external siren and the charge of buffer 
batteries. Any breakdown or manlfunction is signaled by 
LED on the front panel, and by internal acoustic signal 
for specific cases. There are three ways to reset alarm or 
breakdown signal: by a button located near the central 
unit, or by two other buttons of the front panel, one of 
which can be activated with key only.

Technical data

model 52002

primary power supply 230V AC, 100mA, 50-60Hz

auxiliary power supply 2 batteries, 12V DC - 1,1 ÷ 1,3 Ah

„I“ current min. 264mA ÷ max. 424mA

maximum output current battery 300mA

buffer battery charger output 24V DC (27.6V DC)

protection rating IP30

operational temperature -5°C ÷ +40°C

operational zones single zone (mono-zone)

acoustic alarm internal buzzer

"low battery" signal intermittent internal buzzer

CE certification 0051-CPD-0264

conformity with standards
EN 54-2 +A1:2006
EN 54-4:1997 + A1:2002 + A1:2006

BUFFER BATTERIES

Pair of rechargeable buffer batteries, 12V DC - 1.2Ah

 

15
0

240

48

ATTENTION
According to standard EN 54-4, it is obligatory for the mo-
no-zone central unit to be equipped with:
- nr. 1 heat/smoke detector RFC certif. EN 54-7
- nr. 1 pair of buffer batteries
- nr. 1 external electronic siren certif. EN 54-3
- nr. 1 alarm activation button certif. EN 54/11
- nr. 1 fire/failure alarm deactivation button

MANAGES
- max. nr. 8 RFC heat/smoke detectors
- max. nr. 5 alarm activation buttons
- max. nr. 2 electronic sirens
- nr. 4 EM or EMP or EMfr electromagnets
- nr. 2 buffer batteries
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Door-holding systems
For fire doors and gates

RFC HEAT AND SMOKE DETECTOR

Certified in accordance with EN 54-7 standard.
RFC heat and smoke detector characterized by white ABS 
casing. Optical/thermic operation with intervention tem-
perature to be set between 54 and 65°C. To ensure proper 
functioning, the detectors must be subjected to regular 
6-month maintenance checks. Please note that it is inad-
visable to position the sensor where strong air currents 
are present.

Technical data

operational voltage 11 ÷ 33V DC, typically 24V DC

consumption at rest, at 24V DC 67μA

absorption of alarm at 24V DC 45mA

operational temperature -20°C ÷ +70°C

conformity with standards EN 54-7

ELECTRONIC SIREN

In red color ABS, includes a volume control function for 
installation in internal and external environments. The 
connection is made using double clamps (6) for branch-
ing. With 28 or 32 selectable tones and a second tone for 
two-phase alarms.

Technical data

power supply 9 ÷ 28V DC

absorption by alarm at 12V DC 8mA

absorption by alarm at 24V DC 16mA

protection rating IP65

operational temperature -25°C ÷ +70°C

conformity with standard EN 54-3

ALARM ACTIVATION BUTTON

In red color ABS with a weight of 110 gr. Pressure on the 
plastic front plate activates the electrical contact. Re-
arming of the contact is executed manually using a key 
(provided).

Technical data

power supply max. 30V DC

protection rating IP41

operational temperature max. +65°C

internal exchange contact n.o./n.c.

conformity with standard EN 54-11
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ELECTROMAGNETS

EM and EMfr wall mounted

EM and EMfr wall electromagnet with white plastic casing, 
consisting of a galvanized metal core, both complete with 
unlock button. Anchor consisting of a nickel-plated plate 
and jointed baseboard.

EMfr wall mounted electromagnet differs from the 
normal EM by allowing to adjust the holding force of the 
door from 10 to 50 kg (the adjustment is via a trimmer).
Emfr electromagnet is recommended for applications 
on inconsistent walls, in particular those made with 
plasterboard panels, avoiding potential damage to the 
electromagnet fixing system (rooting of the dowels).

Technical data EM - EMP

power supply 24Vcc

absorption 60mA

force EM and EMP: 50kg - EMfr: 10 ÷ 50 kg

CE certification 0407-CPD-011 (IG-098-2004)/04

conformity with standard EN 1155

anti-magnetism (residual) pivot on the body of the electromagnet

anti-interference connector with varistore

EMP floor mounted

EMP floor electromagnets consisting of a galvanized 
metal core, both complete with unlock button. Anchor 
consisting of a nickel-plated plate and jointed baseboard.

65
53

65

35

90

75

 EM/Emfr anchor

65
53

65

11
4

70

104

 EMP anchor

Door-holding systems
For fire doors and gates
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Information
About the NINZ general brochure

GENERAL INFORMATION

The technical specifications in this brochure and also the 
“Notices” section of the following chapter, are of basic 
importance in order to have the necessary information 
about the characteristics of Ninz products that will be or-
dered. As reported in the order forms or confirmations, 
buyer must declare to be aware of these specifications.

A complete and updated version of this brochure, as well 
as all documents related to firedoors or  marked doors 
(certificates of conformity, installation instructions, DOP 
documents, etc.) are available and downloadable from 
the website www.ninz.it.

Ninz reserves the right to make unannounced technical 
changes to the contents of this brochure and/or to its 
products, without any obligation to prior announcements.

No reproduction (partial or total) of the current brochure 
is allowed without prior authorization by Ninz.

If not specified, the measurements indicated in the current 
brochure are in millimeters, unless otherwise indicated.

Because of the intrinsicalities of the printing process the 
colors depicted in this brochure may not correspond ex-
actly to the colors of actual doors. Please see RAL or NCS 
samples.

The performance values listed in the current brochure 
have been reached with tests according to the current 
norms. The customer shall acknowledge that these may 
change according to:

 - real installation conditions

 - adjustments of leeway

 - connections between door and wall

 - execution of the wall itself

The standard handle requires assembly (supplied not in-
stalled on the door).

The colors shown on the photos are not standard.

Handles, panic bars, cylinders, sealings, door closers, clos-
ing regulators, anchors, stainless steel protective-/kick-
plates, drip steel profile and others are optional accesso-
ries and are supplied not installed onto the door.

The handle height positions indicated in the brochure are 
those standard. For special requests, please contact the 
Ninz sales department.

A summary of the standards about emergency exit devices 
or panic devices for safety exits is published in the current 
brochure and must be respected by all operators.

Meaning of used abbreviations or symbols

Abbrevi-
ation or 
symbol meaning comments

Ø diameter

DX right opening direction

FFL finished floor level

FM ordering dimension may be different to the wall opening

FPC plasterboard wall opening
dimension of the wall opening to 
be created

H height

L width

L1 division of the active leaf nominal dimension

L2 division of the inactive leaf nominal dimension

PT doorframe opening

SX left opening direction

internal pedestrian door

external door

Meaning of used measurement units

Abbrevia-
tion meaning comments

°C Celsius degree temperature

A, mA, µA
Ampère, milliAmpère, 
microAmpère

intensity of the current („I“)

AC (Volt) alternating current voltage

DC (Volt) direct current voltage

h hour time

Kg o kg kilogram weight

m, mm meter, millimeter dimension

nr. number quantity

sec. second time

V Volt electric potential
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Notices
About NINZ products

INSTALLATION AREA

Ninz products are typically used for internal compartmen-
talization and have been designed for this purpose. For 
this reason they must be stored and installed sheltered 
from direct contact of atmosferic agents and sunlight.

In cases where a product is installed for external use, in 
order to avoid deteriorations over time, it is mandatory to 
take some precautions, in particular:
 - select a painting suitable for exterior use

 - select fire-rated glass suitable for exterior use

 - provide canopies or roofing above installed products

Only in this way it is possible to avoid any water seeping 
inside the goods and/or any warping of metal parts, espe-
cially in case of darker colours.

For products that incorporate REI or EI fire-rated glass, re-
gardless of whether they are suitable for exterior use, it is 
further necessary to consider that:
 - fire-rated glass remains stable in the range of tem-

perature between -40°C and +50°C; exceeding this 
limits, the fire resistant interlayer of the glass reacts 
and begins to become opaque over the whole surface. 
Therefore it is necessary to avoid the installation near 
any heat source greater than 50°C and/or any lighting 
that may generate UV radiation

 - exposure to high level of humidity may cause seeps 
inside of the layers, thus generating a dissolution of 
the interlayer. Therefore it is necessary to avoid the 
installation in areas with high level of humidity

It is not advisable to use the anti-panic bars EXUS LA or 
SLASH ALU for marine environments or in particularly hu-
mid areas. For these situations the use of the anti-panic 
bars EXUS LX or SLASH S.S. is recommended.

Buyers should be aware that, pursuant to and in accord-
ance with Italian Legislative Decree D.L. 09.04.2008 Nr. 81, 
all doors used for emergency exits or escape routes must 
have a minimum height of 2000mm.

All products must be installed onto supporting walls 
which are perfectly vertical, well aligned and onto lev-
elled flooring.
In order to not hinder the self-closing of fire-rated doors 
it is moreover important that the installation area is not 
subject to strong air currents.

For the automatic closing of doors exposed to strong 
winds, the use of a door closer with a higher closing force 
is recommended.

The installation can be considered conform only with pri-
or verification that the walls are in good conditions.
Related to the weight of the products, it is moreover nec-
essary to consider preventively:
 - to verify the resistance, the load bearing capacity and 

the fastening suitability of the walls, divisions, structu-
res and/or crossbeams related to the installation

 - that the end-user may face difficulties operating the 
doors, especially people with reduced mobility (disab-
led, seniors, in poor health, etc.). It is important to take 
this factor into consideration, therefore while planning 
the use of products and/or to always hold the leaves 
open by means of electromagnets

The protrusion of accessoires (for ex. handles, door clos-
ers, etc.), in case of interference with walls or other com-
partmentalizations, could compromise the opening of the 
leaf and/or create damages. In order to avoid that, buyers 
shall provide appropriate indents in the walls and in any 
case the installation of appropriate door stoppers.

INSTALLATION, USE AND MAINTENANCE

Installation of every Ninz product must be performed by 
specialized technicians only, using all supplied and de-
scribed components, strictly in accordance with the instal-
lation, use and maintenance handbook or with the instal-
lation instructions supplied by Ninz with the products.

Any installation modifications allowed for door and/or ac-
cessoires are only those that are indicated in the installa-
tion, use and maintenance handbook, which contain also 
the list of elements that have been tested and approved 
for use.

For the maintenance and/or repair of the Ninz products 
use original spare parts only which are listed in the instal-
lation instructions and also in price list.

The above mentioned notices are of basic importance to 
provide a high level of safety for human and for goods 
and in compliance with relevant norms.

GLAZED FIRE-RATED PRODUCTS

REI or EI fire-rated glazed panels are submitted to rigorous 
quality controls during every stage of the production pro-
cess. Minor optical imperfections or tiny air bubbles may 
be present due to the particular manufacturing process 
of the fire-rated glass. This does not compromise the fire 
resistance of the glass and does not constitute grounds 
for claims.

Steam cleaning is strictly forbidden for fire-rated win-
dows.
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